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RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
With Volume 36 of Discrete Mathematics, a Research Problem Section has 
been established. Problems in this section are intended to be research level 
problems rather than standard exercises. People wishing to ,~,,ibmit such problems 
should send them (in duplicate) to: 
Professor Brian Alspach, 
Department of Mathematics, 
Simon Fraser University, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5A 1S6, 
Canada. 
The following should be included: (1) The name of the person(s) who originally 
posed the problem; (2) the name and address of a person willing to act as a 
correspondent; and (3) references and other pertinent information. 
The Editori',d Board of Discrete Mathematics invites readers to provide infor- 
mation about solutions, partial results and other pertinent items related to 
problems posed earlier, if possible indicating the source of tb, e information, for 
example papers appearing in different journals, preprints, etc. This information 
will be passed along ~o readers from time to time in older to keep them appraised 
of the current status of various problems. 
People wishing to provide information about problems that appeared earlier 
should write to Professor Alspach. People wishing to correspond on technical 
matters concerning a problem should write to the correspondent. 
~ob lem 4/.  Posed by Aviezri S. Fraenkel. 
Correspondent: Aviezri S. Fraenkel, 
Department of Applied Mathematics, 
The Weizmann l~sti:'.,de of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, 
Israel. 
Place electrons and positrons on distinct vertices of an arbitrary finite digraph. 
Two physicists play alternately in ¢:ntimaaer. A move consists of selecting a 
particle on some vertex a and moving it to some neighbor b dominated by a, 
provided b is not occupied by a particle of the same type (particles of the same 
type repel each other). If b contained a particle of the opposite type, both 
particles get annihilated and disappear. The player first unable to move loses, his 
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opponent wins. If there is no last move, the outcome is a draw. A special case of 
this game is described in [1]. 
A general theory for this game is sought. Note that the special case when all 
particles are of one type is generalized Welter (Problem 45). If ant imatter is 
transformed ir~to a partizan game in the obvious way (one player moves electrons 
only, his opponent positrons only), it becomes the NP-hard game 'capture'  [2, 
Theorem 4]. 
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P:'oblem ..18. Posed by G.L. Sicherman. 
Correspc, ndenl: Col. G .L  Sicherman, 
Department of Computer Science, 
SUNY at Buffalo, 
4226 Ridge Lea Ro~d, 
Amherst, NY 14226, 
U.S.A. 
A computer has n binary regi:.~ters rl, rz . . . . .  r,, with the sante Icw~gth. It is 
desired to permute their contents cyclically so that r, contains what v,'as formerly 
in r,. i. i : - I .  2 . . . . .  n, where the subscripts are redtrced modu,~ n. The only 
opcrations available are of the form 
r, <- -  r, (~) r i 
where ~ denotes exclusive 'or'.  For n = 2 the following seqteuce nf three 
operations achieves the permutation. 
rt ~ rl • r,. r: ~- r2 ~ rl. rl ~-  rl ~ r~. 
For general tz. it is easy tt~ sec that 3(t~ -- 1) operations uffice to perform the cyclic 
permutation. Arc 3 (n -  1) operation:~ also necessary? 
